MS-specific noise model reveals the potential of iTRAQ in quantitative proteomics.
Mass spectrometry (MS) data are impaired by noise similar to many other analytical methods. Therefore, proteomics requires statistical approaches to determine the reliability of regulatory information if protein quantification is based on ion intensities observed in MS. We suggest a procedure to model instrument and workflow-specific noise behaviour of iTRAQ reporter ions that can provide regulatory information during automated peptide sequencing by LC-MS/MS. The established mathematical model representatively predicts possible variations of iTRAQ reporter ions in an MS data-dependent manner. The model can be utilized to calculate the robustness of regulatory information systematically at the peptide level in so-called bottom-up proteome approaches. It allows to determine the best fitting regulation factor and in addition to calculate the probability of alternative regulations. The result can be visualized as likelihood curves summarizing both the quantity and quality of regulatory information. Likelihood curves basically can be calculated from all peptides belonging to different regions of proteins if they are detected in LC-MS/MS experiments. Therefore, this approach renders excellent opportunities to detect and statistically validate dynamic post-translational modifications usually affecting only particular regions of the whole protein. The detection of known phosphorylation events at protein kinases served as a first proof of concept in this study and underscores the potential for noise models in quantitative proteomics.